
3967 SXL HF TORX® L-key Multicolour with holding function, long, stainless, TX 9 x
101 mm
L-Keys for TORX® Screws

   

EAN: 4013288207142 Size: 104x19x4 mm

Part number: 05022681001 Weight: 7 g

Article number: 3967 SXL HF TORX®

Multicolour

Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82041100

L-keys for recessed TORX® screws

The holding function on the long arm keeps screws securely on the tool

Extremely high corrosion protection thanks to ice-hardened stainless steel design

Handle-friendly hose jacket with tool finder "Take it easy": Colour coding according to size

 

High quality stainless steel L-key for internal TORX® screws. Very corrosion-resistant due to ice-hardened stainless steel material of the

L-key, avoiding the transmission of extraneous rust in stainless steel screw connections. With holding function on the long arm: The

clamping force resulting from the surface pressure between the output tip and the screw profile holds the screws securely on the tool.

With extra long arm for working in a low position. The grip-friendly hose jacket facilitates screwdriving even at low temperatures. "Take it

easy" tool finder with colour coding by size.
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3967 SXL HF TORX® L-key Multicolour with holding function, long, stainless, TX 9 x
101 mm
L-Keys for TORX® Screws

Stainless L-keys With sleeve Holding function for recessed
TORX® screws

Take it easy tool finder system

Stainless L-keys are hardened to

the same strength as conventional

(carbon) steel tools, and prevent

extraenous rust forming.

L-keys with a thermoplastic sleeve

are manufactured out of easy-to-

grip, circular material. The sleeve

ensures that work is safe and

comfortable even at low

temperatures. Colour coding and

large stamp to enable the desired

L-key to be easily located.

The HF tools developed by Wera

are ideal because they feature an

optimised geometry of the original

TORX® profile. The wedging

forces resulting from the surface

pressure between the drive tip and

the screw profile mean that

TORX® screws made according to

Acument Intellectual Properties

specifications are securely held on

the tool!

Take it easy tool finder system -

with profile and size colour-coding

for quick and easy tool selection.

Colour-coded system for hexagon

drive screws (L-Keys, Zyklop bit

sockets), external hex drive screws

and nuts (Joker wrenches, Zyklop

sockets and Zyklop bit sockets

with holding function), and TORX®

drive screws (L-Keys, Zyklop bit

sockets).

Further versions in this product family:

mm mm inch inch

05022680001 iceblue_277C TX 8 90 16 3 1/2" 5/8"

05022681001 tuerkis_339C TX 9 101 16 4" 5/8"

05022682001 leuchtgruen_375C TX 10 112 19 4 7/16" 3/4"

05022683001 leuchtgelb_yellowC TX 15 123 21 4 7/8" 27/32"

05022684001 pink_241C TX 20 137 24 5 3/8" 1"

05022685001 gelb_123C TX 25 154 27 6 1/16" 1 1/16"

05022686001 blau_307C TX 27 172 31 6 3/4" 1 1/4"

05022687001 leuchtorange_152C TX 30 195 37 7 11/16" 1 7/16"

05022688001 rot_200C TX 40 224 42 9" 1 11/16"
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